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AMBITION FOR PLYMOUTH 
LUKE POLLARD, LABOUR AND  
CO-OPERATIVE MP FOR PLYMOUTH 
SUTTON AND DEVONPORT 

As a city we have been given – and have accepted – a poor deal for far too long. It is time for our 
city to be more bold and ambitious about our future and more relentless and determined to get 
the fair share we deserve. 

When I was elected I said I wanted to do politics 
differently. I also said I wanted to give Plymouth its 
voice back in Parliament. Relentlessly pro-Plymouth 
is my mantra because I simply do not accept the 
poor deal we have had for so long. Doing things 
differently means just that. Swapping one politician 
for another is poor change if the difference can’t be 
seen or felt. And that’s why I want to use the only 
two powers an MP has: to be gobby and to bring 
people together. In the Plymouth White Papers, I 
hope to do both by providing a platform for a 
diverse range of voices to share their hopes and 
dreams as well as providing a political showcase for 
what we can achieve as a city if we work together, 
free from the shackles of conformity or compliance 
to failed orthodoxies. 

The Plymouth White Paper series is an attempt to bring together some of the brightest figures in 
our city to present short essays to challenge, confront and provoke. With my usual haste and 
impatience, I’m publishing this series of pieces after just ten months as a Plymouth MP--there is 
no time to waste.  

Our city’s bright future is not guaranteed, nor is it inevitable. It will happen because of the hard 
work and determination of Plymouth’s leaders, businesses, communities and media who will 
work day and night to realise our potential. We live in uncertain times and as an island nation 
caught in the cross-winds of globalisation, Brexit-induced political and economic changes, and 
changing social and political attitudes, our future is far from clear. The traditional bastions of our 
economy are under threat, and while established industries face tough times, new business 
models and insurgent companies take their place.  
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“I hope to…provide a 
platform for a 
diverse range of 
voices to share their 
hopes and dreams as 
well as providing a 
political showcase 
for what we can 
achieve as a city if 
we work together.” 



As a city, we are blessed with natural resources and a beautiful geographical position. For too 
long we have turned our back on the sea and its vibrant natural environment and rich marine 
heritage. The potential for Plymouth Sound to be designated as the UK’s first National Marine 
Park is game changing if we seize this opportunity. 

Plymouth is truly world-class at so many things, but one thing we have been very good at, is 
hiding that expertise, as if a light, under a bushel, and then hiding that bushel. But it doesn’t 
have to be like that.  

Plymouth has such potential, and I want the next decade to be our renaissance as a city. The 
Mayflower 400 anniversary in 2020 offers us a global stage to showcase our city at its best. That 
gives us two short years to up our game and raise our sights. So, let’s reset our vision. Let’s not 
accept the poor funding deal from Government, let’s argue for faster and more resilient rail 
journeys, and a decent motorway connection. Let’s build a better approach in Plymouth to 
create more, better paid jobs and get building the homes we need. Let’s back our military, its 
world-class capabilities and its jobs in our city, but let’s also encourage and embrace the new 
jobs of the future in digital, marine and education.  

Plymouth has a long, rich and proud history. As Janners we are good at knocking our city – and 
there are plenty of examples worthy of criticism – but as proud Plymothians we also know that 
the raw deal we have endured for too long can and must change. To get our fair share we need 
not only for our political leaders to change gear and be more ambitious, employing new 
methods to increase our funding and up our volume on the national stage, but we also need 
business leaders, community organisers and cultural giants to work in collaboration to achieve 
more. 

In this first set of essays I have invited some of the best and brightest talents from our city to put 
forward their case, in their own words, about how to better realise the ambition for our city. 

I hope that the Plymouth White Paper series will present a vibrant mix of provoking reads. 
They’re designed to be short enough for easy reading, but tough enough to remain with you. 
While I’m a Labour MP, our city’s future comes in cross-party working, and so I see my role as a 
hub, a collector and enabler of stories, rather than an authority determining what is right or 
wrong. I hope the essays in this edition will inspire others to write for future editions setting out 
new visions and approaches to solving our city’s problems and realising the potential that is 
there for the taking. Be bold, Plymouth. Our brightest days still lie ahead of us.  

Luke Pollard was elected as the Labour and Co-operative Member of Parliament for Plymouth 
Sutton and Devonport in June 2017.  
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PLYMOUTH  
White Papers
The Plymouth White Paper are an initiative by Luke Pollard MP. 
They are designed to provoke, inspire and challenge. The 
hope is that each set of white papers will contribute to the 
energy, direction and passion around Plymouth, our economy 
and campaigning.  

These white paper submissions have been written by people 
across Plymouth. They have been free to voice their own 
opinions and these are their own words. The white papers are 
designed to be political and challenge established thinking 
but they’re not designed to be party political.  

Want to get involved with a future white paper? Get in touch: 

Luke Pollard MP 
Labour and Co-operative Member of Parliament for Plymouth 
Sutton and Devonport 
luke.pollard.mp@parliament.uk 
01752 717255 
#LukeMP 
www.lukepollard.org 
facebook.com/LukePollard 
Twitter.com/LukePollard 

All contributors have given their work for free and no profit is 
made from this publication.  


